Perfect Packaging
for your Products

One-stop packaging solution for industrial and commercial needs. Our
portfolio includes all kinds of Corrugated Boxes, Duplex Boxes, Foam
Packaging and Vacuum Foaming Trays.

PRODUCTS

Customized and designed products for satisfying diverse packaging requirements.

MASTER CARTONS
Master Cartons are the best in class corrugated
boxes, used for freight consolidations. The
high-quality boxes of various dimensions allow any
shipping products to be bundled and packed safely.
Master Cartons are available in various dimensions
and paper quality, which can be customized
according to customer requirement. We possess the
facility to manufacture 3 PLY, 5 PLY, 7 PLY, Narrow
Flute, B-Flute and Jumbo Flute.

PRINTED MASTER CARTONS
Printed Master Cartons are crafted in any colour as
well as design specifications. Available in various
dimensions, these cartons are customized according
to customer specifications.

INNER CARTONS
The inner carton is the box that each individual item
comes packed in (the master carton is the box that
contains all of the inner cartons). Inner Cartons are
crafted in any colour as well as design specifications.
Use of these high-quality boxes makes the shipping
and moving job easier. The boxes are used for both
household and industrial purposes.

DUPLEX BOXES
Duplex boxes are available in various designs, sizes,
colors and finish. They are easy to fold and store and
are durable and reliable. Commercial application
includes packaging for bottles, bakery etc.

HONEYCOMB CARTONS
Honeycomb cartons are sturdy boxes that are made
with inter-connected components referred to as cells.
The high-pressure strength of honeycomb boxes
makes it an ideal material for any type of industrial
use. Honeycomb cartons are heavy-duty and
lightweight. Made with high-quality honey-comb
panels, these boxes are of high precision and
industrial-grade quality.

CORRUGATED SHEETS
Corrugated paper sheets are used by packers and
movers to wrap various kinds of products. The texture
protects the products from wear and tear.

POLYURETHANE OR POLYETHYLENE FOAMS
Master cartons are used by various industries to ship
a variety of products. Polyurethane and Polyethylene
foams are excellent inlays that are used inside the
master cartons. These provide a cushioning effect
and helps in safe storage as well as content
transportation. These foams are available in any
shape or size according to customer’s specification.

VACCUM FOAMING TRAY
Vacuum foaming trays are effective for packing small
items in master cartons. These can be used for
packing any household and industrial-grade
products, which are smaller than usual, effectively.
These can be customized according to customer
requirements.

ABOUT US
Established in 2005, Prime Packers are one of the top-notch manufactures, designers and
distributors of corrugated boxes, cardboard boxes, honeycomb boxes and polyurethane
foams for domestic as well as international markets. Equipped with most modern
manufacturing facilities and cutting edge technologies, we are offering customized and
designed products for satisfying diverse packaging requirements.
We are one of the very few packaging products manufactures certified with ISO 9001:2015,
that satisfy the demands for a perfect quality management system. As a one-stop solution for
packaging requirements, we deal with the designing, printing, manufacturing & distributing
of a wide range of packaging materials. Serving diverse industries and sectors, we make sure
our clients are served with right packaging solutions to satisfy their exact necessities.

WHAT MAKES US SPECIAL
CUSTOMIZABLE

LAB FACILITY

All our products can be tailor-made
according to our customer needs.
Design, Dimension, Quality of Paper etc.
can be fully customized.

ISO 9001:2015

We possess a highly developed in-house
testing lab to ensure that all our products
meet the required quality standards and
are crafted as best.

We are a packing solution manufacturer
with
ISO
9001:2015
certified
manufacturing plant. The certification
reflects our commitment to quality.

OUR QUALITY PRINCIPLES
We Follow QCDS Principle
QUALITY
We value quality as our
trademark and make sure all our
products undergo thorough
quality checks in our most
modern in-house testing lab.

COST
Through continuous process
improvements and wastage
reduction, we ensure the
product’s costs are kept to the
minimum, which is passed on to
our customers as well.

DELIVERY
What makes us really unique
is our adamant and ardent
attitude to deliver our
products on time, with high
quality, at anywhere across
the world.

ADDRESS
+91 98460 32814

mathewpj@primepackers.net

www.primepackers.co.in

Prime Packers, Keeleth Buildings, Naducruz, Thiruvaniyoor, Kochi - 682308

SUPPORT
We know that sales don’t end up
with product delivery. Hence,
we ensure that our customers
get the industry best after-sales
support.

